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Abstract:
This seminar will describe implementation processes and outcomes of the Say Yes City-wide Turnaround Strategy (SYCTS) in Syracuse and Buffalo, two New York state districts serving large numbers of disadvantaged students. Based on a record of success through “chapters” serving small cohorts of students in Harlem, Philadelphia, Hartford, and Cambridge, Say Yes initiated the SYCTS in Syracuse in 2008 and in Buffalo in 2012. As an extension of past reform approaches, the Say Yes change process is collaboratively driven by the schools, the district, and the community (including higher education). The shared vision is that when all students are prepared to graduate high school and enroll in higher education (or pursue careers), the district’s schools become more desirable and the entire city benefits through higher prosperity, population growth, and increased employment. In the process, the reform gains much more urgency and value than simply raising test scores, while growing sustainability roots resilient to changes. During the seminar, we will review research outcomes from the two cities and discuss challenges and successes related to implementation activities.
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